
 
 
If you are interested in pursuing a PhD in Computer Vision you can consider applying to the full-
time research grants at UOC. Our PhD program offers the following research lines (among 
others) related to Computer Vision: 
 

 
- Vision and Language 
- Scene Understanding 
- Human-Centric Perception 
- Emotion Perception 
- Social Robotics 
- Medical Image Analysis 
- Explainable AI 

 
 
Please read the information provided below and if you are interested in these grants 
send an e-mail to Agata Lapedriza (alapedriza@uoc.edu). 
 

New UOC doctoral programmes grant call 

For the 2022/2023 academic year, the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC) is offering 
grants for students on its doctoral programmes, including the PhD Program in Computer 
Science: 

● Network and Information Technologies 
 
These grants are only available to full-time students working on-site at the UOC.  
 

 
The deadline for applications is 12 February 2022 (11:59 p.m. CET). No applications 
submitted after the deadline or without all the correct supporting documents will be 
accepted. We recommend not waiting until the last moment; this should enable you to deal 
with any doubts or technical issues that may arise. 

The standard period that the grant covers is three years, and the grants are subject to an annual 
renewal. This renewal depends on the students' meeting the learning and research objectives 
established in each particular case. One of these objectives is to complete the thesis in no more 
than three years. 

Applicants can find further details about the admission process as well as the contents and 
organization of each doctoral programme on the Doctoral School website. You should start by 
requesting access to the welcome and information service and contacting the researcher 
responsible for the thesis proposal. 

The UOC is a fully accredited online university. Its headquarters are in Barcelona and its students, 
from all around the world, total more than 80,000 a year. The UOC welcomes students seeking 
to develop their research in an international environment, with highly qualified colleagues, and in 
programmes that adhere to the Bologna Process. 

Full details: https://www.uoc.edu/portal/en/escola-doctorat/beques/beques-uoc-escola-
doctorat/index.html 
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